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Abstract
This paper describes our experience when applying formal methods in the design
of the tourist information system TIP, which presents context-sensitive information
to mobile users with small screen devices. The dynamics of this system are very
complex and pose several challenges, firstly because of the sophisticated interac-
tion of several applications on a small screen device and the user, and secondly
because of the need for communication with highly asynchronous event-based in-
formation systems. UML sequence diagrams have been used to capture the re-
quirements and possible interactions of the system. In a second step, a formal
model has been created using discrete event systems, in order to thoroughly under-
stand and analyse the dynamics of the system. By verifying general properties of
the formal model, several conceptual difficulties have been revealed in very early
stages of the design process, considerably speeding up the development. This
work shows the limitations of typical methods for interaction design when applied
to mobile systems using small screen devices and proposes an alternative approach
using discrete event systems.
1 Introduction
This paper focuses on the redesign of the mobile context-aware tourist information
system TIP into a service-oriented architecture. In particular, this paper reports about
the interaction design using discrete event modelling.
Context of the TIP Project. We have been developing a mobile tourist information
system that provides context-aware information delivery to the user (traveller). The
system has been growing from a location-based information system [14, 15] into a
mobile system supporting several different services [12, 13]. The next design step for
TIP is the redesign into a service-oriented architecture such that various services are
supported in a flexible way.
Challenges of the Design. The complex interactions between the core system and
the services together with the management of user context (such as location and inter-
ests) and the interplay with the mobile client device create several design challenges.
Turning to existing literature for guidance for the redesign, we soon realized that typi-
cal design tools might not provide solutions for the challenges we were facing. We will
discuss this aspect in Section 7. The challenges of the interaction design with focus on
system-user interaction aspects have been discussed in [11].
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Figure 1: TIP in Use: Context-dependent information delivery; core system informa-
tion delivery (see a), services (see b and c) and browsing interface (see d).
Contributions of this Paper. This paper describes the design process using automata
for discrete event modelling [6, 24]. This approach seemed most appropriate and
promising, as the internal control of the system is implemented using an event-based
system. Thus, the interaction design would stay within the abstraction concept that
guides the system’s internal logic.
Structure of this Paper. Section 2 briefly describes details about the TIP system that
are necessary for the purpose of this paper. Section 3 introduces the architecture of the
TIP system and the basics of the service interactions. Section 4 illustrates the design of
the interactions within and between the services using UML sequence diagrams. Sec-
tion 5 introduces the interaction design by modelling interactions using automata for
discrete event modelling. Section 6 discusses the lessons learnt regarding interaction
design for mobile systems. We conclude the paper with a brief discussion of related
work in Section 7, and a summary of our findings and future work in Section 8.
2 TIP Background
TIP is a mobile system that delivers tourist information about sights (information ob-
jects) based on the user’s context: their location, two personal profiles describing in-
terest in (semantic) sight groups and topics, and the user’s travel history. The system
also considers the sights’ context, such as their location and memberships in seman-
tic groups. Sights that are in a semantic group share certain features (e.g., medieval
churches). In addition to this core functionality, TIP supports several services such as
recommendations and a map service.
Figure 1 shows the TIP core system and its services in use. In Figure 1(a), sight-
related information is delivered for the current location of the user. TIP also supports
navigation by maps. The current location and the location of sights is dynamically
indicated on the map. At the same location as before, the map shows the interface
as given in Figure 1(b). The recommendation interface is depicted in Figure 1(c).
For recommendations, we assume that a user who has seen several sights in a group is
interested in seeing more. Recommendations are also given based on user feedback and
profiles [13]. Users may also browse for other places; the interface indicates browsing
with a different color scheme as seen in Figure 1(d).
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The TIP system has an event-based infrastructure combined with a location-based
service. The heart of the system is the filter engine cooperating with the location en-
gine. The filter engine selects the appropriate information from the different source
databases depending on user and sight context. Thus, the systems interaction logic is
defined in context-aware profiles for the event-based filter engine. The system is im-
plemented as a client-server architecture, supporting desktop clients as well as mobile
clients on a hand-held device with appropriate interfaces.
3 Architecture and Service Interaction
This section serves two purposes. Firstly, we describe the motivation for and idea
of using a service-oriented architecture for TIP 3.0. Secondly, the basic interactions
between the system components are explained.
3.1 Motivation for a Service-oriented Architecture
As argued in the analysis of TIP 2.9 [12], an apparently simple final service provided
to the user (e.g., a tourist guide with map, sight data and recommendations) is in fact
a composition of a variety of services. Often, these services need to communicate
together both within the same machine and between computers, using thick- and thin-
client scenarios, and occasionally in hybrid approaches. Unlike a monolithic approach,
often seen in existing mobile information systems, a modular, service-oriented ap-
proach allows for the exploration of alternatives, e.g., of communication or implemen-
tation. This is important where even fundamental services such as location can be pro-
vided in different ways, e.g., GPS or 3G wireless telephony. Furthermore, new services
can add entirely new features to the framework without requiring the re-implementation
of or changes to existing services.
With TIP 2.9, we have successfully created a framework, in which mobile services
cooperate. This can already be seen in the communication between the map and sight
information services to provide sight location halos in the map. For TIP 3.0, further
forms of cooperation and composition are needed. For example, we wish to extend the
display module in the map system to support different halo cues (e.g., for sight type
or recommendation), and this requires inter-process communications that may in turn
require further development of our framework.
With the trend of information systems moving onto mobile devices and using small
screen interfaces, the aforementioned requirements will become more pronounced.
Client devices will provide a number of pre-installed services and users will add their
own selections. Consequently, we believe that for TIP 3.0 even stronger decoupling
and modularisation is needed: a mobile infrastructure for mobile information services
needs to flexibly support existing, changing or new services. The design of TIP 3.0, for
which the interaction design is reported in this paper, will see the redesign of TIP into
a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) using web services.
3.2 Basic Interaction Principles
The current version 2.9 of TIP is a client/server system that is being extended to a
hybrid client/server and peer-to-peer structure in TIP 3.0. Servers can be seen as special
peers with access to more data and bandwidth. Here, we focus on the interactions of
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Figure 2: TIP 3.0 architecture and interactions between services and components.
a mobile client with the server (and other peers as potential data sources). We abstract
from the actual location of the data on different peers.
In Figure 2, we illustrate the distributed nature of TIP’s services and components.
The databases and basic services are held on the server side (Figure 2, top), each mo-
bile client can have several services running; interaction between services on the mo-
bile device are coordinated by the client broker (Figure 2, bottom). The middle layer is
formed by an event-based communication middleware (Figure 2, centre). We abstract
from details of the implementation on server side. Information about the functionality
and interaction of services and data sources on the client side can be found in [12].
Figure 2 shows the basic interaction between the services; basic interactions are also
shown in Figure 3. At this time, we only consider independent actions; interdependen-
cies of communications and service calls are discussed in Sections 4 and 5.
The location service sends the current location of this user. This may be triggered
by time (e.g., send every minute) or by location (e.g., send if the user moved more than
500m) or by user interaction with the system interface (e.g., a button being pressed
to retrieve the new location). In Step ¬, the location information is sent to the client
broker that coordinates all services on this mobile device.
In Step ­, the client broker attaches the user’s ID and sends the information to the
event-based middleware (ENS). The information is also sent to the map service that
is running locally on the mobile device. Here, we abstract from the possible distribu-
tion of the ENS over the mobile clients and the server. The event-based middleware
holds service registrations and profiles about the information need of each service. As
a basic service offer, it sends the information about the user’s current location to the
information service (and to all other services that requested this information). This is
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Figure 3: Basic interaction: User change of location. As the user moves, browser and
map are updated with location, sights and recommended sights (shaded services are
located on the middleware layer).
shown as Step ®. The event-profile logic that can be used for the ENS in this con-
text has been introduced in [15]. The information service receives the user’s location
(new_location) and the user ID; it looks up the sights nearest to the location that are
of interest to the user. The functionality of the information service has been described
in detail in [14].
As Step ¯, the information service sends back to the ENS the list of sights that
are close to the user (new_sight). The ENS forwards that information to the user’s
mobile device (i.e., to the client broker); shown as Step °. The client broker distributes
the information to the local services as needed, in Step ±. In this case, the display
service receives the list of sights and sight information; it will display this information
to the user to chose the object in which they are interested.
The recommendation service also receives the user’s location and the user ID in
Step ® (new_location). It looks up the sights that would be of interest to the user
and which the user has not seen already. Recommendations may also use feedback of
other users. The functionality of the recommendation services has been described in
detail in [13]. As shown in Figure 3, the recommendation service sends a list of sights
back to the ENS. This list is then forwarded to the client broker on the mobile device.
The client broker distributes the information to all services that are interested, i.e., the
display service (for profiling information about the sights) and the map service (for
highlighting the recommended sights).
Depending on user action (browsing behaviour on map or in other service) or infor-
mation delivered to the service (location), the map service may request further maps.
4 Interaction Design in Sequence Diagrams
Our first attempt at the design of the interactions was to describe the interplay of the ser-
vices using UML sequence diagrams [17]. This section shows the resulting diagrams
and explains the interactions between the services.
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4.1 Basic Interactions
We modelled the following activities (providing references to the figures showing the
sequence diagrams).
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Figure 4: Select sight from the list for more information. Follows from Figure 3.
1. User change of location (sequence diagram in Figure 3). The user changes
their location and, subsequently, browser and map are updated with location,
sights and recommended sights. This interaction was described in detail in the
previous section.
2. Select sight from the list for more information (sequence diagram in Fig-
ure 4). The user picks the sight they are looking at from the list of sights that are
presented to them on the screen. They can give feedback about how they liked
the sight.
3. Select sight from the map for more information (sequence diagram in Fig-
ure 5). The user picks the sight they are looking at from the map where the sights
are indicated. The application switches over to the information interface when
the information is available. Users can give feedback about how they liked the
sight. Moving the mouse over the sight in the map without clicking could give
some information (already downloaded in task in Figure 3).
4. Browse for sight information (sequence diagram in Figure 6). An example
is the browsing for more information about recommended sights. The design in
Figure 6 has the drawback that people can assign feedback to objects they did
not visit. Another option would be to present a site with all objects visited and
not rated and one with all objects visited to redo the ratings. To setup the system
in the beginning, the design in Figure 6 would be better—you can rate sights you
know, even though you did not have the system yet.
5. Select sight information for distant sights (sequence diagram in Figure 7).
An example for this task is the selection of a particular (distant) sight on the map,
e.g., a recommended sight. The design in Figure 7 has the same drawback as in
Figure 6 that people can assign feedback to objects they did not visit.
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Figure 6: Browse for sight information, e.g., about recommended sights.
6. Browse for new locations on the map (sequence diagram in Figure 8). Note
that zooming and moving of the map is equivalent to scrolling in a browser; all
interaction stays within the service. Location browsing, as modelled here, is the
equivalent of browsing on information pages (modelled in Task 5). A virtual
user (i.e., a pointer set by the user) is placed onto a new location on the map to
receive information about that place without having to be at that location.
4.2 Refined Interactions
The modelling of the location transmission can be refined to capture different ap-
proaches. This opens new possibilities for the interaction design.
7. New Location transmission (sequence diagram in Figure 9). So far, we ab-
stracted from the different modes of sending locations. As indicated in Figure 2,
location is measured and transmitted constantly (we ignore the internal control of
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Figure 7: Select (distant) sight information, e.g., about recommended sights, from the
map.
the location signal, such as GPS). The transmission of the location information
to other services depends on the mode. The information can be sent (a) continu-
ously whenever the user moves, (b) depending on the time since the last reading,
(c) depending on distance from the last reading, and (d) triggered by user ac-
tion (e.g., button pressed). Hybrid forms are also conceivable and depend on the
actual location service implementation (e.g., location signal is sent according to
time frequency or if the distance crosses a threshold ). In fact, the system may
have to behave differently for different services involved (see Task 9). Currently,
TIP 2.9 supports the latter mode of requiring user interaction with the system.
This mode leads to several irritating features for the user interaction, which we
discuss in Section 6. Modelling the different modes using the sequence dia-
grams does not reveal their severe consequences for user interactions (such as a
divergence between the screen location and the real location of the user without
indication in the interface).
8. Basic interaction refined (sequence diagram in Figure 10). When the user
moved, their representation (e.g., avatar or location-halo) in the map should
move as well. This does not hold for the information delivered. We assume
that new information is only shown when triggered by the user to avoid flicker-
ing of the display. Also, when information about a building is received, the user
should be able to access this information while walking around the building.
9. Browsing by walking (sequence diagram in Figure 11). This action depends
on the implementation of Task 7 (transmission of location data). Switching into
a different mode, the users are able to browse through their environment (virtual
and real) by walking. On their TIP screen, new locations and sights are continu-
ouslly updated as they walk. Consequently, depending on the implementation of
Task 7, the interaction mode has to change for both interfaces (map and browser)
when switching into this particular behaviour. One possible sequence diagram is
shown in Figure 11: location information is continuously sent; the interfaces are
updated whenever new information is available; the information system display
is only updated on request. This mode is not designed for reading and browsing
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Figure 8: Browse for new locations on the map.
through content but for scanning the environment and discovery of new places.
For further information, the user would switch back into the mode in Task 8.
4.3 Interface Interactions
A few interactions with the system are designed for navigating on the screen and be-
tween the information given. These cannot be modelled satisfactorily using sequence
diagrams since the different states of the interface are an important aspect that would
no be available in these models.
10. Interaction: To current location (‘Synchronize’). On pressing this button, the
user interface returns to the current location of the user on the map. The location
is newly measured and sent to the system; that is the user and the system are
synchronized. This button is helpful if the user was browsing though information
or zooming and navigating on the map.
11. Interaction: To last location (‘Back’/‘Forward’). On pressing this button, the
user interface returns to the last location that was measured, ignoring user moves
in between. This gives the user the opportunity to return to the last information
that was delivered before they started browsing and/or walking around. It also
offers the option of moving through locations (backwards and forwards) instead
of presented pages.
12. Interaction: Navigation ’Back’/’Forward’. On pressing this button, the user
can browse through the pages that have previously been presented to them, or
move forward from earlier pages. The metaphor is that of a web-browser but
applied to a set of services. This navigation should work over all services (each
service itself might provide their own navigation).
A few implications can be drawn from the above modelling attempts. For example,
the user interface should provide options for setting modes (trigger, browsing by walk-
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ing). Also, several navigation options need to be provided for the interface (‘Back’,
‘Forward’) as well as for location (‘Synchronise’, ‘Back’ and ‘Forward’ to location).
5 Interaction Design Using Discrete Event Modelling
While the message sequence diagrams developed in the previous section provide a
good description of the requirements and possible usage scenarios of the TIP system,
they cannot show the dynamics of the system behaviour and the complex interactions
with the user interface. In contrast to modelling for an immobile desktop system,
the small-screen interface on a mobile device considerably influences the system be-
haviour. Together with the necessary interactions with all the other services and the
location-related aspects, this leads to very sophisticated concurrent interactions that
need to be modelled carefully.
5.1 The Missing Link: Interfaces and States
Douglas [10] distinguishes between simple, state, or continuous behaviour of objects
in systems modelling. We identify the dynamic behaviour of the services in the TIP
system as state-full. Therefore, finite-state machines are an appropriate technique to
model these concurrent interactions. UML supports the modelling of finite-state ma-
chines with UML statecharts and UML activity diagrams [10, 22]. While UML state-
charts have been used successfully to design reactive and real-time systems, there still
is only limited tool support for the formal analysis of complex statecharts models.
We strongly believe that, when modelling concurrent activities, the designer needs
to be able to interact with the system to explore its capabilities and pitfalls. We there-
fore do not use UML statecharts, but a modelling tool for discrete event systems, which
allows us to analyse the model for conflicts, and allows for interaction and playful ex-
ploration of the modelled system. The relationship between UML statecharts and dis-
crete event systems, and a possible translation between the two formalisms is explored
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in [20].
5.2 Principles of Discrete Event Modelling
We use the VALID Toolset to model and analyse the behaviour of the TIP client. The
VALID Toolset, developed at Siemens Corporate Technology, supports the modelling,
verification, and code generation of finite-state automata as described in [3,20]. It uses
the modelling methodology of discrete event systems (DES) [6, 24].
In this framework, concurrent systems are modelled using several finite-state au-
tomata running in parallel. Each automaton is represented graphically as a state tran-
sition graph as shown in Figure 12. States are represented as nodes, with the initial
state highlighted by a thick border, and terminal states coloured grey. Transitions are
represented as labelled edges connecting the states: in Figure 12(c), e.g., the automa-
ton map expose changes its state from hidden to exposed with an occurrence of the
event map expose. If an edge is marked with more than one label, this indicates that
any one of the corresponding events causes the transition. Automaton map expose
in Figure 12(c), e.g., changes from state exposed to state hidden if a br expose or a
map hide event occurs.
If a certain state does not have any outgoing transitions labelled with a certain
event, that event is disabled by the automaton and cannot occur in the system. For ex-
ample, automaton map expose in Figure 12(c) disables event map expose when in
state exposed . This rule applies only to events that occur somewhere in an automaton
or, more precisely, to events that constitute the so-called event alphabet of the automa-
ton. Events that do not occur in the event alphabet remain enabled and do not cause
any state change of the automaton when they occur. For example, event map show(1)
occurs in the event alphabet of map new[1] in Figure 12(b), but not in map expose
in Figure 12(c). Therefore, automaton map expose is always ready to perform a
transition with event map show(1), leaving its state unchanged.
In this way, several automata are composed by synchronisation on common events.
All synchronised automata repeatedly agree on an event to be executed next, and si-
multaneously perform the corresponding state transition. A state transition using an
event σ can only take place if all synchronised automata that have σ in their event
alphabet allow the event σ to occur.
For more details on synchronous composition and other concepts from the theory of
discrete event systems, please refer to [6,24]. The benefit of this very simple framework
is that it does not only enable us to create and simulate a concise model of the dynamic
system behaviour, but also makes it possible to use model checking [7]. This ability
to check critical properties of the model quickly and automatically has helped us to
discover several problems.
5.3 A Model of the TIP Client
Using the VALID Toolset and the framework of discrete event systems, we have cre-
ated a discrete event model of the TIP client and its interaction with the event-based
middleware.
Our model includes all the components constituting the TIP client on a mobile
device as shown in Figure 2, namely the location service, the map service, the browser,
and the client broker. It also includes a model of the behaviour of the event-based
middleware (ENS), to the extent needed to capture the communication between the
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Figure 12: The map model.
client and the ENS. The details of the information systems on the server side are not
modelled.
When modelling a system that includes large amounts of complex data, such as
TIP, using discrete event systems, abstractions are necessary in order to guarantee that
the state space remains finite. In a discrete event model, it usually is not possible to
include details about the information attached to the various events that may occur—
only the fact that a message is sent or received is modelled, in most cases completely
abstracting away from the associated data.
In some cases, a certain reference to the data is needed to retain an interesting
aspect of possible interactions. In our model, we assume that there are three different
Sights 1, 2, and 3 that can be displayed. This number guarantees a tractable model, and
is completely sufficient to reveal conceptual problems in the design. For clarity of the
model, we also used other small simplifications.
In the following, we describe each of the service components separately. The next
section explains the interplay of these components, and shows some of the results ob-
tained from the formal analysis of the model.
The Map Service. The map service shows the location of the user as well as sights
and recommendations nearby. It is possible to click onto a sight or recommendation
to get detailed information about it, which is then to be displayed in the browser. For
the purpose of modelling the map service, sights and recommendations are treated
alike, although they may be displayed differently on the screen. Figure 12 shows a
simplified model of the map service, which only supports a single map with a fixed
number of up to three sights or recommendations. Dynamic updates of the map area
are not supported, nor is the removal of sight information, nor the highlighting of the
sight shown in the browser.
Since the model is restricted to three sights, the map can show none, one, two, or
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three sights. Automaton map click[1] in Figure 12(a) models whether Sight 1 is
shown on the map or not. There exist similar automata for Sights 2 and 3, which are
not depicted in Figure 12 since the only difference is the sight number in brackets.
Initially Sight 1 is not shown. Becoming visible is modelled by eventmap show(1),
and becoming invisible is modelled by event map remove(1), both changing the state
of automaton map click[1]. The automaton uses another event, map select(1),
allowed when Sight 1 is visible, which does not change the state of the automaton. The
important point here is that event map select(1) is only possible when Sight 1 is shown
on the map; an obvious consequence of how users can interact with a mobile device.
The map highlights known sights and makes them selectable for the user. Automa-
ton map new[1] in Figure 12(b) models that Sight 1 is shown on the map after the
map has received information about it as a sight (event cb new sight(1)) or as a rec-
ommendation (event cb new rec(1)) from the client broker. Again, there are similar
automata for Sights 2 and 3 not depicted here. Also note that automata map new[1]
and map click[1] synchronise on the common event map show(1), i.e, the event
map show(1) is only possible if both automata are in a state where this event is al-
lowed.
There are more factors that influence whether it is possible to click at the map
browser. The map can be either exposed, which means it is visible on the screen, or
hidden, and thus not visible on the screen. The user is only able to click onto the map if
it is exposed. This behaviour is modelled by automaton map expose in Figure 12(c).
The automaton has two states: one representing the hidden map and one representing
the exposed map. State changes are indicated by events map hide and map expose.
Also, if the browser gets exposed, indicated by event br expose, the map becomes
hidden if it was exposed.
Automata map req detail[1] in Figure 12(d) and map new location in
Figure 12(e) describe the behaviour of the map if the user clicks on it. The user can se-
lect sights displayed on the map to request for detailed information, or click elsewhere
to explore other areas. After one or possibly more clicks on Sight 1, the map sends
a map req detail(1) event to the client broker, requesting detailed information to be
shown in the browser. The attempt to send this message is cancelled if the user clicks
on another sight. Note that automaton map req detail[1] does not restrict the oc-
currence of map select events since they are allowed in all states of the automaton—it
only observes their occurrences. If the user clicks on the map to browse to a different
location (event map select location), a map new location event is sent to the client
broker in order to start searching for sights and recommendations close to the selected
location.
The Browser. The browser is used to show textual information about sights visited
by the user. In the model, it can display a list of sights close to the current position
of the user, a list of recommendations close to the current position of the user, or the
detailed information of a specific sight. It can display information in the form of web
pages received from the client broker, and request detail information, if the user clicks
on hyperlinks. The current model assumes an intelligent browser that can combine
information from several messages and change the display accordingly. The model of
the interaction of the browser with the user as well as with the client broker is given in
Figure 13.
When a sight or recommendation gets close enough, the browser receives a message
from the client broker. This is modelled for Sight 1 in automaton br new rec[1] in
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Figure 13: The browser model.
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Figure 14: The client broker model.
Figure 13(b) and br new sight[1] in Figure 13(c), respectively. After receiving a
cb new rec(1) or a cb new sight(1) event, the browser can update its sight or recom-
mendation list, indicated by event br show rec(1) and br show sight(1), respectively.
Similar to the map, the browser can be either exposed or hidden, and clicking
on the browser is only possible if the browser is exposed, modelled by automaton
br expose in Figure 13(a). Furthermore, it is only possible for the user to click
on Sight or Recommendation 1 (event br select(1)) if Sight or Recommendation 1
is in a list that is currently shown in the browser. This is modelled by automata
br click sight[1] in Figure 13(g) and br click rec[1] in Figure 13(h).
Automaton br click sight[1] has four states which record whether Sight 1
is shown in the sight list or not, and whether the sight list is currently displayed in
the browser or not. Clicking on this sight is possible if the sight list is shown and
the sight is contained in the sight list. Alternatively, Sight 1 could be contained in
the recommendation list and therefore could also be clicked when the sight list is not
displayed. A similar behaviour is specified for the recommendation list in automaton
br click rec[1].
If the user clicks on a hyperlink to request details about Recommendation or Sight 1
(event br select(1)), a br req detail(1) event is sent to the client broker unless the user
clicks onto another recommendation or sight before that event could be sent. This is
modelled in automaton br rec detail in Figure 13(d) and works like to processing
of clicks on the map. The client broker responds to the br req detail(1) event by send-
ing a cb new detail(1) event, providing a web page with detailed information about
the sight. As soon as this message arrives, the browser is exposed (unless it is already,
see automaton br tofront in Figure 13(e)), and the information about the sight is
displayed (see automaton br expose sight in Figure 13(f)).
The Client Broker. The client broker links the applications on the mobile device
with the network and the event notification system (ENS) on the server side. It also
has to coordinate the map display and browser to ensure that control is passed correctly
between these two applications. In most cases, the client broker simply forwards events
received from the applications to the ENS and vice versa.
New location information events (loc new location) received from the client’s lo-
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Figure 15: The ENS model.
cation server are forwarded to the ENS (see automaton cb new location in Fig-
ure 14(a).
New sight events (event cb new sight(1)) received from the ENS are forwarded
to the map service and to the browser (event ens new sight(user , 1); see automaton
cb new sight in Figure 14(b)). The same behaviour is modelled for recommenda-
tions (see automaton cb new rec in Figure 14(c)).
The client broker forwards requests for detailed sight information to the ENS and
caches the answer it receives; see automata cb new detail in Figure 14(d) and
cb cache detail in Figure 14(e). The browser or map can request detailed infor-
mation about a sight by sending a br req detail(1) or map req detail(1) event, which
causes the automaton cb new detail to enter state req . In this state, the client bro-
ker is ready to forward this request augmented with the user ID to the ENS (event
cb req detail(user , 1)). This event is answered by the ENS by providing detailed in-
formation (event ens new detail(user , 1)) which is stored in the cache indicated by
automaton cb cache detail changing into state cached . At this stage the client
broker can send a cb new detail(1) event to the browser, which will display the de-
tailed information.
Automaton cb new detail furthermore ensures that only the latest request for
details is processed. Automaton cb cache detail prevents cached detail informa-
tion to be requested again. The two automata also allow entries to be removed from the
cache (event cb uncache(1)), but only if they are not currently requested.
The Server Side. The model of the server side states the assumption that all requests
sent to the ENS are actually answered.
Automaton ens new detail in Figure 15(c) shows that the information systems
answer a request for detailed information in form of a cb req detail(user , 1) event by
an ens new detail(user , 1) event, which is assumed to have the corresponding web
page attached.
Furthermore, the information servers respond to location changes of the user, sig-
nalled by cb new location(user) events. If such an event occurs, the databases are
searched for sights that are close to the new position. The result of the search is
an internal choice modelled by the information system performing one of the events
ens notat(user , 1) and ens at(user , 1). If Sight 1 is close enough (ens at(user , 1)),
this information is sent as an ens new sight(user , 1) event to the client broker. Similar
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Table 1: Example trace corresponding to Figure 3.
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(initial state) idle idle idle far far
loc new location req idle idle far far
cb new location(user) idle moved idle far far
ens at(user , 1) idle arrived idle far far
ens new sight(user , 1) idle sent event far far
cb new sight(1) idle sent idle near near
map show(1) idle sent idle near near
br show sight(1) idle sent idle near near
automata are used for recommendations.
5.4 Analysing the Model
Having created the model, it is possible to run simulations and check whether the model
can perform the interactions specified by the sequence diagrams. For example, Table 1
shows the event sequence corresponding to the basic interactions following a location
change as specified in Figure 3.
When a location change occurs, the location server on the mobile device sends
a loc new location event to the client broker. This event triggers the client broker’s
automaton cb new location to send a cb new location(user) event to the ENS.
The ENS, in this case represented by automaton ens new sight, may now de-
tect that the user is close to Sight 1 (event ens at(user , 1)) and respond by sending
an ens new sight(user , 1) event. This in turn triggers automaton cb new sight,
which forwards the event as cb new sight(1) to the map service and browser. The
cb new sight(1) event simultaneously activates automaton map new in the map ser-
vice and br new sight in the browser, which causes them to display the new sights
by events map show(1) and br show sight(1), respectively.
In the discrete event model, a single cb new sight(1) from the client triggers ac-
tions both by the map service and the browser. The same communication is modelled
by two separate interactions in the message sequence diagram in Figure 3. The notion
of the client broker sending a single event, without necessarily knowing the receivers,
seems to capture the intended behaviour of the event-based middleware more accu-
rately.
In addition to simulating the possible behaviours of the model, it is possible to per-
form some formal analysis and check whether the model satisfies properties of interest.
We have checked that the model is controllable [6, 24], i.e., that it is always ready to
react to any possible events caused by user interactions or the information systems, and
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Figure 16: Broken version of automaton br expose sight[1].
that it is nonblocking [6, 24], i.e., that it is free from deadlocks and livelocks.
These checks did not succeed immediately. By repeatedly verifying properties,
we discovered several problems in the model. Then we eliminated the problems and
checked the model again until all critical properties could be checked.
An earlier version of the model included the automaton in Figure 16. It represents
an attempt at creating a smarter browser that tries to avoid showing sight details if they
are not the last thing the user clicked on. The idea is that, if the user clicks a link to
Sight 1 in the browser, the browser requests detailed information about this sight from
the client broker. However, this request is cancelled if the user clicks on something else
before processing can be completed.
Formal analysis shows that this approach does not work. If we replace automata
br req detail[1] in Figure 13(d) and br expose sight[1] in Figure 13(f)
by the alternative in Figure 16, and make similar changes for Sights 2 and 3, the model
contains a deadlock and therefore cannot be proven to be nonconflicting. When trying
to verify this property, the VALID Toolset produces a counterexample that reveals a
problem in the design.
The problem occurs in the following sequence of events. The user clicks on a link to
Sight 1 in the browser (event br select(1)), which causes the browser to send a request
for details about Sight 1 to the client broker (event br req detail(1)). At this stage,
br expose sight[1] in Figure 16 is in state requested and waits for the client
broker to send detail information about Sight 1. But before this information arrives, the
user may active the map (event map expose) and click on Sight 2 on the map (event
map select(2)). As a result, the map server sends a request for details about Sight 2
to the client broker (event map req detail(2), see Figure 12(d)). This causes the client
broker to cancel the request for details about Sight 1, and only to process the second
request (see Figure 14(d)). As a result the browser will never receive information about
Sight 1, i.e., the automaton in Figure 16 will never receive the cb new detail(1) event
needed to leave state requested—a classical deadlock situation.
The root of this problem is that the browser cannot accurately determine which is
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the most recent request from the user. The browser only knows about user interactions
with the browser, not with the map service. In consequence, the decision about the most
recent request must be shared between the two applications. To overcome the problem,
the model has been changed to the one presented in Figure 13, where the client broker
determines which request is the most recent by checking the events received from the
browser and map service. The browser merely displays all the detail pages received.
5.5 Current Limitations of the Model
The current model does not yet support all the features we would wish the system to
provide. The following list shows the restrictions of the current model.
• The sight information is sent only once by the ENS.
• Once a sight is shown in the map, it is never removed.
• The model supports only browsing by walking.
• The map does not highlight the sight shown in the browser.
• ‘Back’ and ‘Forward’ buttons are not modelled yet.
6 Lessons Learnt
Here, we describe the lessons learned in both aspects of (a) modelling a mobile location-
based system and (b) using discrete event systems.
6.1 Modelling a Mobile Location-Aware System
A clear distinction is needed between the following three user identities.
1. The real-world user: This is the person using the system; they can change their
location in the real world. This location is captured by the location service in the
system and triggers various responses.
2. The virtual user: This is the representation of the real-world user within the
system. Typically the virtual user follows the movements of the real world user.
The virtual user can also be used to ‘visit’ places within the system on behalf of
the user (e.g., by clicking on the map to explore places at a distance). It should
be possible to move through the location history of the virtual and the real user
(e.g., using user-defined location points).
3. The interacting user: Independent of the location of the user, the interface allows
to select browser pages, pictures and maps. The interaction is controlled by the
real-world user. It should be possible to move through the interaction history
with the system (similar to the back and forward buttons on a browser).
Several issues for the interaction representation to the user have been identified. The is-
sues identified occur as an immediate consequence of the mobility and location aware-
ness on the system. They are typical for this kind of system.
The first one is mode confusion regarding the different users and places (e.g., lo-
cation of the real user on the map while browsing with the virtual user). The user
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interface has to address this issue in a clear and comprehensible manner. This is es-
pecially important for the navigation through interaction and location histories. On
the other hand, the server has to address this issue as well. For example, for deciding
whether to include a certain location into the user history or whether to allow the user
to give feedback about a place.
The second issue is the location capturing. Several types of location capturing are
supported for mobile systems; all provide varying semantics of new-location data (e.g.,
location measured after a time interval or depending on movement). These different
types influence how the system can react, and how location events should be handled.
A related issue is that of user movement in interaction with location capturing. This
may lead to confusion about the actual location of the real-world user.
6.2 Modelling Using Discrete Event Systems
By describing the requirements formally, first using UML and later using finite-state
automata, developers are forced to think carefully about the planned system. The ac-
tivity of specifying and modelling on its own helps the developer to understand and
clarify many aspects of the system to be constructed.
We have also seen that UML message sequence diagrams are very useful to describe
particular sequences of actions, but fail to reveal problems that occur when several such
action sequences are running together at the same time. By constructing an abstract
model of the behaviour of the system, it becomes possible to simulate the interaction
between the various components, and gain a thorough understanding of the dynamics
of the system.
Finally, the ability to perform exhaustive simulation and analysis of the model
makes it possible to gain thorough understanding of the model and discover subtle
problems at this very early stage of design. Several issues with the proposed interac-
tion protocols have been discovered and solved, which may otherwise have remained
undetected until much later during the implementation of the system.
7 Discussion of Related Work
We grouped the discussion of related work into four groups: System modelling and
design, User and Interaction modelling, Design of location aware mobile systems, and
A-posteriori usability studies.
System Modelling and Design. Modelling of concurrent systems using modelling
tools based on state machines have mainly found application for mission critical appli-
cations, often focusing on safety issues. Bolignano et. al. [2] identify the application of
formal methods in practical application as the missing link between two communities.
They point out that non-functional requirements such as quality, robustness, depend-
ability, and security may lead to wider acceptance of formal methods for software
design. Our goal of designing a location-aware mobile information system strongly
touches the issues of quality, robustness and dependability (which are introduced by the
two criteria of location and support of mobile small-screen devices), and thus seems to
be the a good example to support their observation. Evaluating the issues of security
and privacy for our system is on our list for future work tasks.
An example of a design of mission-critical tasks is that of flight interface con-
trol [8], where Degani et. al. follow a similar approach to ours. They use machine
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transition diagrams to describe the different states and transitions of autopilots under
several modes and interactions with a user model. As in our model, system interactions
can be simulated, analysed and proven for correctness. They also focus on the design
of correct displays in the sense of buttons which may be pressed without ever leading
to failure states. Their paper again points out problems that have been identified earlier
and that also came up in our study: the problems of lack of mode awareness, mode
confusion, and automation surprise.
For the design of interaction and interfaces for virtual environments, CSP (Commu-
nicating Sequential Processes) has been used [26, 28]. CSP is an alternative modelling
principle which we could have used for our system. CSP is related to our modelling
approach, but typically lacks modelling environments that support active simulation. In
CSP applications, the aspects of location-awareness and mobile users are rarely con-
sidered. In virtual environments (as the ones mentioned above), the mobility of the
user’s avatar does not interfere with the location of the real user as is the case in our
application.
User and Interaction Modelling. HCI research has focused on the modelling of
users and their interaction with a system. Blandford et. al. evaluated different pro-
grammable user modelling (PUM) strategies for user-centered criteria such as tractabil-
ity and re-usability [1]. Within their schema of operational and abstract models, the one
used here is an abstract functional model, with the main advantage of provability. In
general, the focus of their work is different to ours; in their evaluations, interactions
between system components are not considered, nor concurrence and synchronization
problems.
[27] proposes modelling push-button devices using Markov models; this approach
is similar to ours but evaluates a different kind of application.
Degani at al [9] address the problem of mode confusion. They use statecharts and
modelling structures. Their findings will be of importance for the presentation part
of the user interface design. For the functional design, their modelling does not go
far enough, the problems of concurrency are not addressed. Similarly, location and
user movements introduce additional challenges that can only to a limited extend be
modelled in modes (for example, in the difference between browsing and movement).
The problem of mode confusion has also been addressed using formal modelling meth-
ods [5,25]. These approaches chiefly address the awareness of the users of the different
modes (focusing on opacity, complexity, incorrect mental model) and on safety (one of
the typical application fields of formal methods).
The focus of the cited works is different to ours; in their evaluations, interactions
between system components are not considered, nor are concurrence and synchroni-
sation problems. In addition, the issues of location and user movements introduce
challenges that are not addressed.
Design of Location-Aware Mobile Systems. Typical design and evaluation of mo-
bile location aware guides uses methods from desk-bound computers (usability studies
see [18]). Our approach cannot be assigned to either of the design categories of ‘user
centered’ or ‘technology centered’ as defined in [4, 19]. Our approach is closer to the
technology-centered design, as it was created with reflection to an existing prototype
and using technology-driven service models; but we also use the input of usage scenar-
ios and enactment of future scenarios. A solely scenario-based approach is followed
in [21].
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The typical user-centered approach is followed in [23]: questionnaires, interviews
and discussion with potential users lead to the system design with subsequent user-
testing of a functional prototype. Most of the identified problems are related to the
icons presented on the screen; we see this as user-device issues and interface which
only form one part of the issues addressed in our design process. The findings of this
project underline the assumptions of our approach: that design for mobile hand-held
devices needs to be distinct from the one for desktop machines and interaction elements
(and even the interaction sequences, as we found in our study) need to be designed
differently in order to prevent common usage mistakes. Another result is the necessity
to easily restart or resume actions that have been interrupted. We addres this issue
by the introduction of the home/location buttons that give the users easy access to their
current state and previous states within the system interaction. Another attempt towards
the same issue is the presentation of the same information on map and information
browser. Thus, clicks in the information browser result in a changes of context or
mode in the map, e.g., selected items are highlighted such that the current interaction
context is presented to the user via several cues. The same task also addresses the
issue of integration, which is much more fundamental in mobile application than in
traditional desktop systems.
In conclusion, our design addresses selected issues (interaction syntax, resuming
tasks, integration) identified by Pousmann et al [23] in an a-priori manner. Early HCI
considerations for location-aware applications are discussed in [4]; in our prototype
and the redesign modelling process, we identify and address similar issues.
A-posteriori Usability Studies. Usability and interaction issues of mobile location-
based systems have often been evaluated a-posteriori, that is after the implementation
of the software. For interaction design, the focus lies on the interface design of small
screen devices and user-device interactions. Interaction design that takes location-
awareness and mobility into account are rare.
In recent year, several usability studies for mobile guides have been performed,
using lab experiments [16], usage observations, and longitudinal studies with inter-
views. Kjeldskov et. al. [18] point out that the special characteristics of tourist guides
make the design and evaluation a challenging task: close relation to physical location
and objects in immediate user surroundings as well as the ambulating user constantly
changing physical location.
In their comparison of four different approaches to usability study for mobile ap-
plications [18], they identify as critical usability issues related to the mapping from the
use of the system in the real world, such as (1) representation of information and in-
teraction between user and system depending on the surrounding environment, and (2)
disparities in the relationship presented in the system and the context in which the user
was situated. These are two of the issues that we also identified as critical in our design
phase. Thus, critical issues typically identified in usability studies could be identified
already in the design phase.
Summary. Classical system modelling is concerned with concurrency issues, safety,
and correctness. Mobility and location-awareness usually is not addressed directly.
When addressing interaction design for mobile systems, typically only the aspects of
user interaction are considered as this community mainly regards problems of interac-
tions using small screen displays. As pointed out in [4], location aware mobile applica-
tions pose more challenges such as identity of locations, virtual/real-world confusion,
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complex interactions with cooperating services on the same device. When designing
mobile location-aware applications, scenario-based and prototype-based approaches
prevail. Only a few publications have dealt with the modelling of location-aware sys-
tems. Most evaluations of that are done are a-posteriori usability studies.
8 Conclusions
This paper presents the lessons learned during the redesign of a mobile location-aware
system, using a combination of UML message sequence diagrams and discrete event
systems. It proposes an improved service-oriented architecture and points out that
different contexts need to be distinguished with great care in mobile location-aware
systems, with implications not only for the user interface but also for the interaction
protocols between the various services involved.
The formal modelling approach has greatly improved the system design. By de-
scribing the requirements formally, developers are forced to think carefully about the
planned system. The activity of specifying and modelling on its own helps to under-
stand and clarify many aspects of the system to be constructed.
We have seen that UML message sequence diagrams are very useful to describe
particular sequences of actions, but fail to reveal problems that occur when several
such action sequences are running together at the same time. Therefore, a finite-state
automata model of the system has been created and analysed. The result is an ab-
stract model of the behaviour of the system, which makes it possible to simulate the
interaction between the various components and gain a thorough understanding of the
dynamics of the system.
Exhaustive simulation and analysis of the model allows for finding subtle problems
at this very early stage of the design. Several issues with the proposed interaction proto-
cols have been discovered and solved, which may otherwise have remained undetected
until much later during the implementation of the system.
The design is a still ongoing process. As a next step for the interaction design, we
plan to address the following issues.
1. Inclusion of interactions with other mobile peers
2. Distribution of components of the system, e.g., the ENS and the client broker
(Does the ENS reside in part on the client side and should it be integrated with
the client broker?)
3. Details of the interaction protocols of of the ENS and client broker (profile for-
warding or late identifications?)
4. Implementation details of the client broker (internal event based interactions?)
5. Implementation issues of thick and thin clients (where to hold context informa-
tion, e.g., browse, for a service that only supports thin clients)
For the overall system design, we plan to (1) support for more services to iden-
tify abstractions for a service oriented architecture; (2) include trust based information
exchange; and (3) model different applications with different services but same base
architecture.
For the design process using discrete event systems, we plan to implement an in-
terface simulation to allow for more direct user-interaction with the simulated system.
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